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The NYCIRB has implemented a major change in how experience Modification factors are 
calculated as of 10/1/22. This will impact every business that operates in New York. 

For all renewals effective October 1, 2022, and thereafter, New York Workers’ Compensation 
policyholders will notice significant changes occurring in how these premiums will be experience 
rated. These changes are implemented by the NYCIRB (the Bureau) to incentivize employers to 
improve workplace safety and improve fairness within the rating program; the Bureau’s intent is 
manifested in a material departure from the existing formulas that determine how an employer’s 
loss experience affects their premiums through the experience modifier or mod. Here is the rational 
directly from NYCIRB on why the change is necessary. 

The credits and debits issued under the current experience rating program are insufficient to 
adequately incentivize workplace safety. Risks with better than expected experience do not receive 
enough credit, and risks with worse than expected experience do not receive enough debit. 

The Bureau will establish itself as an independent rating bureau, similar to the rating authorities in 
Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey and California. By becoming what is referred to as an 
intrastate rating agency, the Bureau will now produce mods that will use only losses and payroll 
data applicable to New York, and the mods they produce will be solely applied within the New 
York rating algorithm. The Bureau will cease participation in the National Council on 
Compensation Insurance’s (NCCI’s) multistate experience rating program. This posture means 
that the premiums for New York-related operations will be impacted and rated by the newly 
promulgated New York mod only, and premiums subject to any interstate or multistate experience 
mods will reflect the exclusion of New York losses and payroll in that interstate mod. 

We will provide some bullet points that will matter to all businesses. 

1) All businesses in New York will now be experience rated, merit rating is going away. 

2) Frequency of claims will be a problem for any Risk. 

3) The Department of Labor is expecting a larger number of insureds to be placed in Code 
Rule 59 protocol as a result of these changes. We have seen a huge increase as of October 
1 2022, for insureds now on the code rule 59 program (Exp Mod over 1.20). Code rule 59 
requires you to hire a safety consultant to create a new approved safety program. 
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4) There will be a 30 point cap in the new mod, ( They will apply the old formula first using 
appropriate data then promulgate the mod with the new formula using a 30 point cap) The 
cap is NOT based on last years’ experience mod to this years. 

5) It will be essential to manage all claims whether they are simple first aid claims or 
catastrophic injury claims. 

6) The new program will utilize a variable split point, a simplified rating formula, and a novel 
claim capping approach to appropriately balance accuracy, stability, and equity while also 
incentivizing workplace safety. 

At Gallagher we have the ability to project your upcoming experience mod using the new formula. 
We can also provide you greater detail to the changes and how it might affect your businesss. 
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